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RUGGED RIDGE FRONT TUBE DOORS
®

Rugged Ridge is proud to offer an all new Front Tube Door for the Wrangler JL
models. Utilizing a continuous-tube styling on the doors perimeter and a contoured
latch plate, the Rugged Ridge Tube Doors for JL adds a classic off-road element to
what is already one of the most capable Jeeps ever. Constructed from trail-proven
2-inch OD steel tubing and fully welded for rugged, rattle-free performance whether you are
on or off-road. Each door comes fully assembled with a secure rotary latching mechanism
and factory-style hinge pins for a fast & easy installation. Rugged Ridge JL Tube Doors are also
available with matching side view mirrors (11509.15).

Description

Omix #

Front Tube Doors, 18-19 Wrangler JL

11509.13
11509.15

Front Tube Doors, With Mirrors, 18-19 Wrangler JL

11509.15

ALLOY USA 4-INCH LIFT KITS
®

The 4-inch Lift Kit for 2018 Wrangler JL Unlimited is a complete suspension system that
is designed specifically for the new Wrangler JL. The basis of the kit are location-specific
coil springs with spring rates calculated to deliver a more level stance, while providing
additional clearance for larger tires. The kit also includes extended length tubular control
arms, shock absorber extension brackets allowing you to reuse the factory shocks reducing overall
expense, while new extended length sway bar end links and compression-stop spacers keep the
suspension travel safely in check. All installation hardware is included for an easy installation and
with the added protection of our 5-Year Limited Warranty, ALLOY USA Lift Kits are your best choice!

Description

Omix #

4" Lift Kit w/out Shocks, Arms, 18-19 Wrangler JL, 4-Door

61701

4" Lift Kit w/ Fox Shocks, Arms, 18-19 Wrangler JL, 4-Door

61702

61702

RUGGED RIDGE SPARTAN FRONT BUMPER
®

™

New Satin Black Finish!

Rugged Ridge engineered the Spartan Series Bumpers for the Jeep enthusiast that wants the look of a classic off-road style bumper without the extra weight
and heavy price tag. The Spartan Front Bumpers one-piece design features ultra-aggressive high clearance bumper ends that angle cleanly upward to match
the profile of factory fender flares relaying a look of symmetry, style and strength. Each bumper is built from high-strength plate steel that utilizes fold & weld
construction for greater structural integrity, precise fit and a high-quality appearance. A rugged satin black finish resists rust and corrosion keeping your
Spartan bumper looking and performing great for years to come. Each bumper includes a built-in winch plate, D-shackle mounts and a tubular overrider to
complete the package (D-rings not included). The Spartan Front Bumper is a direct bolt-on replacement for 2007-2018 Wrangler JK models and includes all
the necessary hardware for a worry-free installation. The Spartan even utilizes the factory JK fog lights for a finished look without any extra expense. Best
of all, it’s backed by our industry-leading 5 year limited warranty. Patent Pending

Description

Omix #

Front Bumper, HCE, w/ Overrider, 07-18 Wrangler JK

11548.71

Front Bumper, SE, w/ Overrider, 07-18 Wrangler JK

11548.72

Front Bumper, SE, w/out Overrider, 07-18 Wrangler JK

11548.73

Front Bumper, Overrider

11548.74
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RUGGED RIDGE SPARTAN REAR BUMPER
®

™

Rugged Ridge engineered the Spartan Series Bumpers for the Jeep enthusiast that wants the look
of a classic off-road style bumper without the extra weight and heavy price tag. The Spartan Rear
Bumpers one-piece design features a full-width profile and sturdy all-steel construction with
welded ends making it a solid choice for any Jeep, from avid off-roader to daily-driven mall cruiser
and anything in between. The bumpers center section features a recess that provides additional
clearance for larger wheel & tire combinations. Each Spartan Series Rear Bumper includes integrated
shackle plates that anchor to the frame for solid vehicle recovery and all the necessary hardware
for installation (D-shackles not included). The Rugged Ridge Spartan Rear Bumper is a direct bolton replacement for 2007-2018 Wrangler JK models and works with all factory equipment including
factory tow hitch. Best of all, it’s backed by our industry-leading 5-year limited warranty, making it the
best built, budget-minded rear bumper on the market today.

Description

Omix #

Rear Bumper, Full Width, 07-18 Wrangler JK

11548.80

Rear Bumper, Body Width, 07-18 Wrangler JK

11548.81

New Satin Black Finish!

RUGGED RIDGE TRACTION RECOVERY KIT
®

Rugged Ridge makes it possible to take traction with you, no matter where you go. Our Traction Recovery
Kit features heavy-duty reinforced nylon traction boards, lightweight and portable, delivering essential
grip on the slickest of surfaces. Sand, snow and mud are simply no match for their ultra-aggressive
design, as the board’s built-in cleats deliver a giant dose of traction when and where it’s needed most. The
boards are cast in bright color for maximum visibility, engineered to withstand pressures up to 20,000
lbs. and paired with a handy tri-fold shovel for ease of placement. You’ll find this Traction Recovery Kit
useful in a wide variety of recovery scenarios, on and off-road.

Description

Omix #

Traction Recovery Kit

15104.46

OMIX-ADA OE REPLACEMENT PARTS
®

Description

Omix #

Replaces

Top and Door Torx Set With Pouch, 07-18 Wrangler JK

15104.56

82214166AB

15104.56
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